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Your Not Alone
Embrace

Embrace - Your not alone.

*NORMAL TUNING
 *CAPO ON 2nd FRET

G:320033
Bm:X24432
C:332010
C/B?:X20010
Am:X02210
D:XX0232
G/F#:200233
Em:022000
F:133211

G                Bm
No, you re not alone
                C
cos everybodys out there on their own
     G                   Bm
and you were one of the scene
                  C
trying to be like no ones ever been
                                 D
everybody knows that that s the way it goes
                       G
and thats alright with me
G/F#      Em
i ve got time
    C
you try so hard you get it wrong
    D
you can t deny the feelings gone
    Bm                             C
its time you got the luck that you need

so keep holding on and time will come
        D
you ll jump right up and find you re back on...

Chorus

G
top of the world
         Bm
sure in time you ll be heard and say



C            C/B   Am                     G
come on everybody knows you re meant for better

and say what you mean
        Bm
or you won t mean a thing to me
C            C/B     Am
come on everybody ignores you now
      G                    D
but soon you re time will come
              C
yeah they ll know who you are

Verse 2

chords the same as before

No, you re not alone
cos everyones who s out there s one their own
and you were always the same
trying to be like no ones ever been
you try so hard you get it wrong
you can t deny the feelings gone
its time you took a look at what you need
so keep holding on in time will come you ll
jump right up and find you re back on...

CHORUS

Chords the same as before

top of the world
sure in time you ll be heard and say
come on everybody knows you re meant for better
and say what you mean or you won t mean a thing to me
come on everybody ignores you now
                           F     G
but soon you re time will come

REPEAT F and G until last chorus which is preceeded by D
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